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About This Game

Have you ever wanted to poop on people but were too shy to just go for it?
There's poop in my soup lets you do just that, poop in soups, poop on people, poop on poodles, poop anywhere you please, from

the streets of New York to Paris to Beijing.
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Make sure to tick off that to-poo list and unlock special poo abilities.
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So let's get a few things out of the way, right from the start:

- This is an "enhanced" version of a mobile game which means it's pretty awful already, from the get-go
- There's literally nothing in the way of a tutorial other than a fairly unhelpful "angry birds" style infographic. The game is
incredibly light on anything that might explain it - clearly it suffers from its crummy smartphone roots.
- Cute graphics and the controls feel solid, at least.
- An interesting idea, to have the character just automatically run and all you control is the jumping (or at least that's all I can tell
from this poorly explained game)

My take is that it's barely worth $1 at most. You'll be doing better than I did if you can figure out the controls and what you're
supposed to do or even how to turn a zombie minion around so he'll run in the other direction.

I'd give it a 60% but since I can't even figure out how I'm supposed to play this, I'm knocking it down to a 40% - don't purchase.
Next time, Devs, do a better job of explaining the game and its controls and goals.. As you can see by my time played im quite
experience... so i know what im talking about.
Cult of the Wind is a great game for people who are like me and wish they could just transform into an aeroplane and fly, some
people want to be birds but i want to be plane. In the game you pretend to be an aeroplane flying around firing imaginary bullets,
come play with me its great.

also there are no players and only 1 server, the dedicated main server with a max of 16 people. no one actually plays this game.
15 bucks or how ever much it was well spent come join me. Really Really Good DLC So Much Fun And AWesome 26\/10.
This is, by far, the worst game I have ever played in my life. Absolutely nothing works or makes sense in this game.. Is this a
brilliant and intelligent game? No, not really. Is it hard and fun? Indeed it is! Considering it's age the graphics are good, it's fast
paced and challenging. Depending on what type of gamer you are the game will last a long time. I myself have played for almost
30 hrs and I know I am not done yet, because I know I can get better and beat the game on a higher difficulty.

The graphics have improved from the third game and the enemies are a lot more interesting in this game than in DMC3.
Although the number of bosses has fallen greatly, they are of higher quality. And although you have to fight them all twice, you
get to do it with two very different characters allowing you to test yourself against yourself.

Some people dislike Nero as a character. I sure don't. But even if I did I have to note the versatile playing styles presented.
When you play as Nero the devilbringer is essential, but suddenly you switch to Dante, who has no such thing. The two playing
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styles are fun to master since this brings a revitalising element to the game.

Although the story is kinda weak(even weaker than the story in DMC3), the game makes up for it by having a solid fighting
mechanic taken from DMC3 and improved. As mentioned the devilbringer is really fun to use, and although Dante only uses 3
weapons in this game, he uses all 3 at the same time, meaning you don't have to switch at the shops, and you have a lot more to
play with on the battlefield. Furthermore he also has trickster, gunslinger, swordmaster, and royal guard from DMC3 and like
with the weapons you can use all on the battlefield.
As a bonus he gains Darkslayer later on which functions a lot like Vergil did in the Special edition of DMC3.

Is this game better than DMC3? Not really sure. Is it just as fun? I would say so. I highly recommend this game. And if I should
give it a score I would say 85/100 - not good enough to rank in the 90's but close to it!. I highly recommend with *one serious
caveat*.

The base-jumping experience gives you no warning before very fast, no acceleration movement hits. For me, this was deeply
nauseating. Took about 2 hours for the blech in my stomach to wear off after that.

This coming from someone that has had no problems with artificial locomotion in the past (except for rotating in a swivel chair
while running away from things in Dreadhalls on the GearVR, to put it in perspective).
. This SHMUP is awesome!, that mix between the shield and the short\/long range shot it's simply beautiful and organic; i'm not
gonna lie, my first try in this game was via piracy, and it took me less than 5 minutes to decide that it would be mine forever!!!

P.S: Awesome, i repeat, AWESOME OST!!! (Original & Arrange)

A MUST BUY FOR ANY SHMUP PLAYER.
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For a dollar? Not bad.
Or save up 20 of those dollars and buy a real game.
Y'know. With f*cking sound.. I can dance over Jasons downed body 10\/10. I am recommending this game because I did enjoy
playing it. Was it my favorite game ever? No but I still had fun. If you like hogs then it works well and has good graphics. The
story is pretty good, too. Now if you are impatient and poor this is not the game for you. If you can afford to spend the money
then you will be able to get all the achievements faster than I did (58 hours) but I did accomplish that feat without spending any
thing more than the .49 USD I paid when it was on sale. Now it was originally a free to play game so it does have an energy bar
but I got plenty of energizers to replenish that energy bar while playing so that was good. Does it have a lot of grind? Of course,
that is the nature of the beast but if you are patient and don't mind sometimes having to wait for the energy bar to replenish (or
have money to spend) then this could be a fun game for you, too. Just don't pay full price.. This game is a F2P browser game
(still is) which has been converted from Unity to WebGL due to a certain plugin being unsupported anymore. The reasoning
behined the payment for this steam version is the increase in performance than what you would have in a browser. Plus it keeps
the servers up.

The game is extremely fun to play once you master the games gravity mechanic as well as your average classes that can be
compared to TF2 and other types of games. Ever wanted to be a medic and engineer at once? Pyro with wall hacks? Weild the
power of Heavy's chaingun and Soldier's rocketlauncher? Then look no further.

With only 4 maps to play on and 10 classes to choose from i do find the content to be lacking especially the grind required to
buy classes.
You do start off with your basic rifle gunner man but there is also a rotation of 2 other classes to use from for 6 days or so days.
However it takes 80 matches for a few of the classes or 120 for some others (or so if you can win 80-120 times in a row) to
unlock them.

But hey who knows this all might change in the future.

Overall it's a good game i have been enjoying it pre WebGL and it is almost exactly the same as it once was.. Amaizing 2D RPG
add kawaii 2D girls and game will be perfect. Battle Academy 1 series are great games, easy to learn and fun to play. It can be
quite challenging at harder levels, watch out for those Tiger tanks! This version continues the tradition into the Easter Front and
has an excellent feel about it. Watch your men gain experience and cry when they die!. Pros
Good modelling
Features standard scenarios
More than one livery
Good texturing

Cons
Garbage sounds
No passenger view
Scenarios for one of the worst routes in TS19
Lack of functionality
Wrong cab

AFTER TRAIN SIM DESIGNS MODS

Pros
Good modelling
More than one livery
Features standard scenarios
Good sounds
Greyhound MBS
Good texturing
Correct cab

Cons
No passenger view
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Lack of functionality
Scenarios for one of the worst routes in TS19

Overral
4\/10

Good to have some slam doors in TS, but not at this quality. Buy it in a sale and get some freeware mods for it.
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